Regenerative/local at scale: new day farms
Regenerative Ag: Holistic management
Local context, landscape scale
Holism is the universal principle that determines matter, life, and spirit.

- Jan Smuts

Two mental constructs will direct human thinking in the next Millennium, relativity and holism.

- Albert Einstein*
EXPLORE THE EXCITING EMERGENCE OF

REGENERATIVE CAPITALISM

HOW UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLES AND PATTERNS WILL SHAPE OUR NEW ECONOMY

CapitalInstitute.org/Regenerative-Capitalism
from degenerative to regenerative design

Adapted from Bill Reed’s “Trajectory of Ecological Design.”
healthy human economies
8 principles / one pattern

• in right relationship
• views wealth holistically
• innovative, adaptive, responsive
• empowered participation
• honors community & place
• edge effect abundance
• robust circulatory flow
• seeks balance
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